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 2018 CalCPA Committee on Taxation  
 State Subcommittee  

Annual FTB Liaison Meeting Questions and Answers 
 

Q# Topic Responders 
1 Protection of taxpayer information during appeal Jozel Brunett 

2 Audit selection based on hearsay Rachael Bruce 
3 Form 593 problems Marc Distefano 

4 Form 592 & 592-B problems Marc Distefano 
5 Notice of tax return change with code KS Matt Feaster 

6 Assignment of protests Craig Swieso & 
Rachael Bruce 

7 FTB succession planning Erin Carvel 

8 Change in key corporation Craig Swieso 
9 Streamlining filing in Voluntary Disclosure Valerie Palmer 

10 Auditor contact information Rachael Bruce 
11 Interaction of statutes in multi-tiered business 

structures 
Alisa Pinarbasi 

12 Suspension/forfeiture and CA elections Louis Ambrose 

13 Clarification on application of Ralite Chad Cockrum & 
Louis Ambrose 

14 Nonresident withholding at source Marc Distefano 
15 Nonconformity and technical terminations Leander Jones & 

Adam Susz 
16 Concurrent voluntary disclosure with CDTFA & 

FTB 
Libby Rodoni 

17 FTB cold calls Matt Feaster 

18 Mental health services tax and annualization Leander Jones 

19 Withholding of refunds Matt Feaster 
 

*Statute of Limitations issue – Shane Hofeling 
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Question #1: 

Protection of taxpayer information during appeal 

What is the FTB doing to protect confidential and/or sensitive taxpayer information during the 

tax appeal process? 

Specifically, we have seen cases where the FTB has submitted briefs to the OTA with copies of 

unredacted taxpayer returns as exhibits with names, FEIN, signatures, numbers, etc.  This is 

alarming because this means that a taxpayer may be subject to unwanted and in, in some cases, 

unlawful disclosure of their confidential and/or sensitive information because they exercised 

their right to an administrative tax appeal.  There are also concerns about identity theft should 

this information get into the wrong hands.   

Response: 

One of FTB's foundational principles is to protect taxpayer information and privacy. Because 

FTB takes very seriously the need to protect confidential and sensitive taxpayer information, 

FTB's Legal Division takes steps to redact such information in its briefs and exhibits filed with 

the Office of Tax Appeals (OTA).  

For all personal income tax appeals filed with OTA, if the taxpayer's social security number is 

referenced in the brief, FTB redacts all but the last four digits of the taxpayer's social security 

number.  For return exhibits, FTB redacts the taxpayer's social security number and the 

preparer's social security number if provided.  FTB also redacts all financial information such as 

bank routing numbers for direct deposits from the taxpayer's return and W-2 Forms.     

For appeals involving business entities, FTB redacts all nine digits of the FEIN.   

For federal accounts (i.e., Individual Master Files, Business Master Files and Wage and Income 

Transcripts) and reports (Revenue Agent Reports), FTB redacts tracking numbers and financial 

account numbers and payee's social security number on Wage and Income Transcripts.  We 

also redact IRS employee IDs if provided on the account.   

It should be noted that Revenue and Taxation Code section 19545 provides that a return or 

return information may be disclosed in a judicial or administrative proceeding pertaining to tax 

administration if the taxpayer is a party to the proceeding.  OTA's emergency regulations state 

a taxpayer waives the right to confidentiality of the information provided to OTA by the 

taxpayer or the FTB when the taxpayer files an appeal.  (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 18 § 30704(a).)  

However, OTA's emergency regulations are equally clear this waiver does not extend to certain 

information identifying the taxpayer.  That information includes "any person's address, 
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telephone number, social security number, federal identification number, or other account 

numbers. . ."  (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 18 § 30704(f)(1).)      

To achieve the foundational principle of protecting taxpayer information and privacy, in the 

context of an open and transparent appeal process before the OTA, FTB's Legal Division will 

continue to train staff to ensure they properly redact personal identifying information from 

briefs and exhibits filed as part of the appeal process. We would also ask that if you encounter a 

situation where you believe FTB’s legal division has not satisfied this principle, you immediately 

contact the assigned FTB staff member to discuss the situation.          

Question #2: 

Audit selection based on hearsay 

In 2014, one of my individual clients was audited.  The IDR contained the following question from 

the FTB agent: 

“Issue 2: Additionally, based on various news articles, you were reported to have a net worth of 

over $800 million because of your status as your company’s first employee.  I am reconciling your 

company’s stock portfolio for proper reporting of income from sale or disposition of stock as gift.” 

I don’t believe that basing audit selections upon what is read in a newspaper constitutes sound 

tax policy and I would like to know if this type of approach is still used by the Franchise Tax Board. 

Response: 

All tax returns are subject to the selection process, which compares tax return data to a variety 

of data or information sources available to FTB. 

Once a tax return is selected for audit, the audit staff is responsible for gathering the facts by 

collecting pertinent information from a variety of resources, including public information such 

as news articles, to obtain background or verify the issue under examination. As such, the 

auditor may request further clarification or explanation, through the form of IDRs, of 

information discovered from different sources to ensure the accuracy of that information 

during the audit. Again, this step is part of the fact gathering process and is subsequent to our 

audit selection process. We are open to dialogue with you on your specific experiences with our 

audits so we can consider those situations as we work towards achieving and communicating a 

consistent understanding of our audit approach.    

Question #3: 

Form 593 problems 
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During the 2018 tax filing season, I had virtually all Forms 593 have an issue with regard to a 

taxpayer being able to claim the tax withheld as reported on the form.  Either the wrong field on 

the form was used, the wrong taxpayer indicated (i.e. for a living trust), or the wrong taxpayer 

identification number used. 

Each of these situations required interaction with the FTB in order to get the taxes applied to the 

account and a refund issued, or balance due adjusted. 

Since escrow companies prepare most, if not all, of these forms, what education or training exists 

that is directed towards the preparers of these forms? 

Response: 

We have a designated Team in the Withholding Services and Compliance Section focused on 
education and outreach to our partners in the escrow community.  Our goal is to educate 
the escrow community so they are aware of their responsibilities, how to complete the 
forms correctly, to timely submit the Form 593, and remit the withholding.  By attending 
escrow community events, we are able to present the most recent information on real 
estate withholding, answer questions, and gain valuable feedback.  In 2017 & 2018 
Withholding Services and Compliance Section attended the following events: 

 
2017 

 Escrow Institute of California in Indian Wells, CA 

 California Escrow Association in Costa Mesa, CA 

 Northern California Escrow Association in San Ramon, CA 

 Federal of Exchange Accommodators in San Diego, CA 

 Inland Valley Association of Realtors in Riverside, CA 

 Marin County Escrow Association in San Rafael, CA 

 Escrow Association of Santa Clara Valley in San Jose, CA 

 Bay Area Escrow Association in Fremont, CA 

 Alameda County Escrow Association in Pleasanton, CA 
 

2018  

 Escrow Institute of California in Carlsbad, CA 

 Northern California Escrow Association in San Ramon, CA 

 Pickford Escrow Company in Irvine, CA 

 East Associates of San Gabriel Valley in Arcadia, CA 
 

We continue to approve future events and requests as follows: 

 California Escrow Association in Anaheim, CA  
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We also utilize other means to share information through publishing articles in Tax News, 

provide webinars, and issue News Flashes as needed.  We reach out to the escrow 

community that we are available to attend and present at their association meetings.  In 

2016 we provided 11 presentations at various association when requested. 

We provide guidance and information to Real Estate Escrow Persons ("REEPs") through 

many different means: 

 Our website: Individuals Withholding    

 Our forms and instructions, Form 593 Booklet, Provides copies of all related forms 
and instructions. 

 Publication 1016, Real Estate Withholding Guidelines, Provides details with many 
examples on how to complete the forms. 

 FTB 4010, California Real Estate Withholding - Installment Sales, Provides an 
overview for Buyers and Sellers. 

 FTB 4035, California Real Estate Withholding – Trusts, Provides an overview for 
Sellers 

 FTB 4065, Quick Reference Guide – California Real Estate Withholding Forms 
provides the seller, buyer, real estate escrow person or qualified intermediary a user 
guide to help them get started on withholding during escrow.  

 FTB 7429, Do I Need to Withhold on This Trust? Provides a flow chart to determine if 
CA real estate withholding is required when a trust is on title. 

 FTB 7429LLC, Real Estate Withholding for Sales by LLC, Provides a flow chart to 
determine if CA real estate withholding is required when a limited liability company 
is on title. 

 FTB 936, Nonwage Withholding Audit Process, provides detailed information on the 
scope of the audit, withholding forms and records we require for review, audit 
determination and conclusion. 

 FTB 761RE, Top Ten Real Estate Withholding Errors, that delay document processing 
and payment allocation. 

 And a toll-free number 888-792-4900 for questions and clarifications. 
 

Additionally, we are always looking at our own procedures and the technology available to 

us in house to improve our ability to match 593 payment information to the correct 

taxpayer’s account in a timely manner. 

Question #4: 

Form 592 & 592-B problems 

When a Form 592 is filed to report distributions of tax withheld from an entity/individual to other 

entities/individuals, the form has to be filed on paper and requires 8-12 weeks of processing time.  

In the meantime, the receiving entities/individuals e-file their returns claiming the withholding.  

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/individuals/withholding/index.shtml
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2018/18_593bk.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/1016.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/4010.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/4035.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/4065.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/7429.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/936.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/761RE.shtml
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The e-filed returns are always adjusted because the withholding hasn’t yet posted to the 

receiving taxpayer’s account.  This is an inefficient use of FTB resources and causes angst for 

taxpayers and their representatives.  Could a process for e-filing Form 592 be developed or could 

the FTB place a hold on returns coming in with 592-B withholding until processing is complete? 

Response: 

FTB does not currently provide an e-File solution akin to what we provide for Personal Income 

Tax (PIT) and Business Entity returns for non-wage withholding documents. However, we do 

allow withholding agents to bypass the United States Post Office as well as our internal 

receiving and data capture processes by submitting their documents via Secure Web Internet 

File Transfer (SWIFT). Documents received via SWIFT are usually processed within one week 

and have a higher probability of being matched to the correct taxpayer because the chance 

of FTB data capture error is eliminated. Currently, 450 withholding agents submit documents 

to FTB with SWIFT.  

Tax returns, in which the taxpayer’s non-wage withholding claim cannot be verified by our 

validation systems, are suspended for manual review. There are several system rules and 

employee procedures designed specifically to investigate the chance that the discrepancy 

may be due to a withholding document stuck in processing.  

While we don’t currently hold returns with a 592-B withholding to allow for possible delays 

of the associated withholding documents, this concept is similar to steps we take to expedite 

the processing of wage-withholding claims (particularly around 3rd and 4th quarter employer 

reporting to the Employment Development Department) and is worth exploring by FTB. 

Question #5: 

Notice of Tax Return Change with Code KS 

We have had two individual tax returns where the FTB sent a Notice of Tax Return Change with 

a code KS – “you made an error when you transferred your Schedule D Capital Gain/Loss 

Adjustment to your Schedule CA”.  In one case, there was a difference in the California gain due 

to different depreciation on the sale of real property.  In the other case, there was a different 

California capital loss carryover.  All of the information was properly included in the tax returns 

as filed. 

This makes the preparer look bad and it costs the taxpayer for us to answer the notice.  Would 

you please have someone review these items before automatically sending out a notice?  

Response: 
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To date, for tax years 2016 and 2017, we have issued a total of 226 Notices of Tax Return 

Change with code KS. We performed a random sampling of these accounts to determine if 

we had a systemic issue with the issuance of the KS code.   

The vast majority of the returns were processed correctly, but we did identify a small 

number of the codes that received post-processing adjustments by our customer service 

staff after an inquiry from the taxpayer or their representative.  We are working to identify 

the reason for the initial incorrect processing on our part so that we can try to ensure 

proper handling of these types of returns moving forward.   

Additionally, we are using the submission of this question as an opportunity to re-review 

our procedures on processing these returns to ensure they are complete and accurate and 

not causing confusion for our staff.  We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience caused to 

you and your client.  Thank you for raising this question, allowing us an opportunity to 

review our internal controls for these items. 

Question #6: 

Assignment of protests 

What is the FTB doing to speed up the assignment of protests? It is taking about 18 months from 

the date of filing the protest letter to get a protest hearing officer assigned.  Is the time it takes 

to assign a protest hearing officer factored into the goal of making a final determination within 

36 months or less? 

On a related matter, what is the reason the FTB will not allow cases in protest into settlement? 

The FTB is requiring taxpayers to wait until a protest is completed, notices are issued, an appeal 

is filed with the OTA, and the appeal is acknowledged by the OTA before the taxpayer can file a 

settlement application with the FTB.  The taxpayer then has to request deferral of the 

proceedings with the OTA.  These additional steps delay the process by an additional 6 months 

and cost the taxpayer more in accounting/legal fees. 

Response: 

To provide our best customer service, we assign protests on a first-in-first-out basis to 

appropriately skilled staff knowledgeable of the protested issues and tax law. Our main goals 

are accuracy and timeliness in the determination of the correct tax and resolve the protest 

cases within 24-36 months from date the protest is filed. 

For cases handled in the Audit Division Protest Section, we recognize there have been some 

delays with the assignment of our protest cases. To help alleviate the delays and expedite the 

assignment of protest cases, we are cross training staff on different areas of the tax law in an 
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effort to increase the number of cases assigned. Additionally, we are evaluating our internal 

processes and the root cause of the delays to more timely assign our protest cases because it is 

important to us and the taxpayer to have a consistent and timely resolution of our cases.   

The Settlement Bureau does accept matters which are the subject of protest when the case is 

factually developed and the FTB staff has expressed its legal position on the merits. The 

Settlement Bureau’s role is not to establish the FTB’s legal position or to undertake factual 

development of the case, but rather to evaluate the cost of litigation as well as the hazards and 

risks of the legal position taken and to recommend a settlement if such is in the best interests 

of the State of California. However, if a protest hearing has been held, the hearing officer has 

made a determination, and the matter is ready to be closed, the Settlement Bureau will wait 

until after the issuance of the Notice of Action and an appeal is filed. Allowing the closing of the 

protest in such cases establishes a clearer understanding of the case for purposes of evaluating 

a Taxpayer’s settlement offer, and reduces the FTB’s backlog of over-36 month protests.  

Question #7: 

FTB succession planning 

What is the FTB doing in terms of succession planning and training its employees in light of the 

fact that many of the senior/experienced FTB employees are retiring within the next couple of 

years? There is a concern that the practical experience and institutional knowledge will be lost 

with the departure of many experienced FTB staff. 

Response: 

One of FTB’s four primary strategic goals focuses on having and maintaining a strong 

organization.  To do this, we continue to invest in our employees, challenge and empower them 

to be experts in their field, and help them achieve their full potential. 

While FTB has historically achieved an impressive retention rate of around 95%, we recognize 

(as the question above states) that many of our senior and experienced staff are likely to leave 

our organization due to retirement, or for other opportunities either within or outside of 

California civil service.  We have a Workforce Plan in place that acknowledges this risk of losing 

key institutional knowledge, and that also aimed to mitigate that risk.   

The following are three examples of the efforts we are currently utilizing: leadership 

development, a knowledge transfer project, and preparing transition documents.  

1. Leadership Development: 
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Numerous development programs to help ensure that we not only have strong leaders 

today, but that also develop our leaders of tomorrow: 

- Growing Leaders at all Levels – empowers employees at every level to be a leader by 

developing their competencies. 

- Management Development Program – helps prepare supervisors for the next level 

of management. 

- Executive Assessment and Development Program – helps prepare managers for 

senior level leadership positions. 

- Enterprise Coaching and Mentoring – allows for leaders across the organization to 

share their knowledge and experiences in an organized program. 

Leadership continuity is critical to ensure that our department’s mission is continuously 

executed in a manner that aligns with our values.   

2. Knowledge Transfer Project: 

Our department is actively working on a knowledge transfer project.  It is a process to 

identify knowledge areas, perform a gap analysis, prioritize knowledge needs, and create 

and implement a knowledge transfer plan.  It is designed to be completed by larger work 

areas.  Several areas of the department, including our entire Audit Division, have completed 

the process and are actively working on transferring their knowledge.  The knowledge plan 

identifies who will be transferring the knowledge, who will be receiving the knowledge, as 

well as how to document and store the knowledge.  For example, knowledge on a specific 

Audit program or topic could be shared with a small group of employees in a workshop; and 

the presentation, handouts, and tools could be stored on an internal wiki-type page (where 

content is developed collaboratively and stored for easy access by all) for future reference.   

3. Transition Tool: 

Our Workforce Planning team has also created a transition tool.  The tool is designed to 

help document and transfer knowledge on how to succeed in a specific position or role.  For 

example, a person in a job such as FTB’s Workforce Planner would complete the document 

to help onboard a future successor.  We focus on not just the specific “knowledge” that is 

needed to perform the job, but also the accompanying “wisdom” that helps result in the job 

being done well, often with shorter timeframes for getting the successor up to speed.  The 

difference between knowledge transfer and wisdom transfer can be summed by a saying 

that goes like this: “Knowledge is knowing that a tomato is a fruit, and wisdom is knowing 

not to put one in a fruit salad”.  This tool is designed to not only share the knowledge but 

also the wisdom that is gained through the experience of being in the position.  The 
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completed transition document is shared with the individual’s supervisor and the 

Workforce Planner, who keeps them all in a secure repository.  

Conclusion: 

It is through these primary strategies that we at FTB are ensuring that we capture and retain 

our critical knowledge.  We also look at workforce planning data monthly to understand our 

employees’ career movements and to monitor our level of risk at any given point in time.  At 

the moment, our enterprise Workforce Planning Team is actively developing a new succession 

planning methodology.  We are dedicated to staying ahead of the problem and are utilizing 

industry best practices, and then tailoring them to meet FTB’s specific needs.  While we are 

preparing for a shift in the workforce, we are confident in our steps to retain critical 

institutional knowledge.  

Question #8: 

Change in Key corporation 

It is not uncommon for a combined group of corporations to have a need to change its Key 

corporation. However, the change usually causes the corporation to receive notices from FTB. It 

would be great if there was a check box on the Schedule R-7 to indicate that there is a new Key 

corporation. In the absence of a check box, can FTB recommend how to indicate that there has 

been a change in the Key corporation to diminish the chance of getting notices? 

Response: 

If there is a change in the members listed on the Schedule R-7 from the prior year, including a 

change in the key corporation, box B(2) on the Form 100 should be checked “yes.” 

The rules pertaining to the designation of a key corporation to facilitate the filing of a group 

return are contained in California Code of Regulations, title 18, ("CCR") section 25106.5-11.  As 

provided for in CCR section 25106.5-11(a), an election to file a group return occurs on an annual 

basis.  CCR section 25106.5-11(b) states that the election to file a group return includes the 

designation of a key corporation.  Pursuant to CCR section 25106.5-11(b)(1), among other 

things, if it isn’t the parent company, the key corporation must be the California taxpayer 

member with the largest California property factor numerator and must be in good standing 

with the California Secretary of State and not have filed a petition with the U.S. Bankruptcy 

Court.  According to CCR section 25106.5-11(c), the key corporation files a group return on 

behalf of the other California taxpayer members of the combined reporting group.  Pursuant to 

CCR section 25106.5-11(d), the key corporation acts as the agent for the other California 

taxpayer members of the combined reporting group. 
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There are instances when a key corporation that has been previously designated no longer 

satisfies the requirements of CCR section 25106.5-11(b)(1), for instance because it is no longer 

in good standing with the California Secretary of State.  If that is the case, the previously 

designated key corporation can no longer act as an agent for the other California taxpayer 

members of the combined reporting group.  For purposes of sending notices, the default 

position would be for the FTB to issue separate notices to each of the other California taxpayer 

members of the combined reporting group.  Notwithstanding this, CCR section 25106.5-11(g)(2) 

allows the other California taxpayer members to the combined reporting group, with the FTB’s 

consent, to designate another key corporation.  CCR section 25106.5-11(g)(2) does not provide 

specific details of how the designation of another key corporation is effectuated.  However, if 

the group return were being examined by the FTB, it would follow that the other California 

taxpayer members of the combined reporting group could notify the FTB auditor of the 

replacement key corporation, presuming that the replacement key corporation meets the 

requirements of CCR section 25106.5-11(b)(1).   

Question #9: 

Streamlining filing in Voluntary Disclosure  

Sometimes we have clients that are in the Voluntary Disclosure process who need to file over 

100+ paper tax returns to report minimal California activity and pay $800 minimum franchise or 

LLC annual tax. In addition, in the cases where the company is a pass-through entity, we need to 

file a substantial number of Schedule K-1s. This is a costly and time-consuming process. Is there 

way FTB could streamline the process for submitting a large batch of tax returns and associated 

informational filings? 

Response: 

We are internally examining requests like this and are having discussions throughout the 

department about how we may be able to accommodate these type of requests in the 

future.   

Currently, our tax processing system does not allow us to resolve issues like this without the 

tax or informational return(s) being filed.  Further, the broad scenarios that FTB would have 

to account for in accepting a summary/spreadsheet-type original return for multiple 

taxpayers raises a number of issues that we must consider both in the interest of the state 

and for taxpayers.  

We do not anticipate a dramatic shift in our abilities in the near-term, but are hoping to 

continue to move toward a future solution.  
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Question #10: 

Auditor contact information 

Currently, the Audit Issue Presentation Letter (AIPS) does not provide the auditor’s contact 

information. At this point in the audit, Taxpayers often seek to engage a tax representative and 

have them review the AIPS. Without the contact information, taxpayer’s representative has no 

way of contacting the auditor in a timely fashion. It would be very helpful if this information was 

provided in the AIPS. Would the FTB consider making this change? 

Response: 

Thank you for the suggestion. We will work to incorporate this information into our Audit Issue 

Presentation Sheet (AIPS).  However, it will take time to make revisions to our process.  In the 

interim, there are ways you can obtain contact information from our key correspondence:   

 

At the Start of an Audit: An Initial Contact Letter (ICL) is sent which includes the contact 

information for the auditor, audit supervisor, and audit manager.   

During an Audit: The information document requests (IDRs) provided during the audit also 

have the auditor's contact information.   

At the End of An Audit: The auditor's contact information is generally provided again at the 

closing of the audit via a closing letter or coversheet to the AIPS.  

 

In the event you are unable to locate the auditor's contact information, you may contact one of 

our Audit Division Executive Management staff members.  Their contact information is available 

on our website at ftb.ca.gov, search management directory. 

 

Question #11: 

Interaction of statutes in multi-tiered business structures 

Currently, FTB instructions, publications, and legal notices and rulings for pass-through entities 

do not address the interaction between “doing business”, “economic nexus” and P.L. 86-272. It 

is not uncommon to have a multi-tiered business structure and it would very helpful if FTB 

provided guidance on how these concepts interact with each other and how to correctly 

complete the various types of tax returns. 

Response: 

Thank you for your question.  FTB provides guidance in many forms in this area.  If you search 

"doing business," "economic nexus," or “P.L. 86-272” on FTB’s website, you will find articles, 

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/aboutFTB/ftb_overview.shtml
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rulings, and publications discussing how to apply these principles. Additionally, the FTB is in the 

process of creating a new FAQ to address apportioning pass-through entities. 

Additional Resources: 

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/doing-business-in-california.shtml 

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/Sales_Factor.shtml 

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/index.shtml?WT.mc_id=Global_Businesses_Tab 

Question #12: 

Suspension/forfeiture and California elections 

On the FTB webpage “How Can I Revive My Business” it lists the effects of suspension or 

forfeiture, such as not being able to receive an extension to file, begin or continue a protest or 

enter into contracts. However, it does not address whether a suspended or forfeited corporation 

can make California only elections, such a water’s-edge election or filing a single group return. 

Can you discuss the effect of suspension or forfeiture on different types of California elections? 

Response: 

Revenue and Taxation Code sections 23301(a) and 23301.5 provide, in relevant part, that in the 

event a corporation fails to pay tax or file a return that:  

Except for the purposes of filing an application for exempt status or amending the 

articles of incorporation as necessary either to perfect that application or to set forth a 

new name, the corporate powers, rights, and privileges of a domestic taxpayer may be 

suspended, and the exercise of the corporate powers, rights, and privileges of a 

foreign taxpayer in this state may be forfeited. 

The suspension or forfeiture of powers, rights and privileges of an entity has the following 

consequences for certain California elections: 

Election to file a group return – In order to be eligible to make the election the electing key 

corporation's powers, rights and privileges must not be forfeited or suspended by the California 

Secretary of State. (Cal. Code Regs., title 18, section 25106-11(b).)  

Water's Edge Election – In order to make the water's-edge election permitted by Revenue and 

Taxation Code section 25110, a corporation taxpayer must make an election with the Franchise 

Tax Board.  

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/doing-business-in-california.shtml
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/Sales_Factor.shtml
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/index.shtml?WT.mc_id=Global_Businesses_Tab
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A suspended or forfeited entity, with respect to any California election, must make any election 

on a timely filed return by the original due date of the return as a suspended or forfeited entity 

is not granted the automatic extension period and is not permitted to file an amended return. 

Question #13: 

Clarification on application of Ralite 

On the FTB webpage “How Can I Revive My Business” there is a statement near the bottom of 

the page that states “Shareholders that allow a business entity to suspend instead of legally 

dissolving it may, under certain circumstances, become personally liable for taxes it owes”. 

However, it does not go into any detail or offer any examples of when this would happen. This 

statement is, on its face, very ominous and could scare a shareholder into paying the taxes owed 

by the corporation when they are not liable for them. Could FTB provide more detail such as 

examples, references and a link to Ralite Case (90-SBE-004)? 

Response: 

This question concerns a situation in which an entity formed in California, such as a 

corporation, ceases doing business but fails to follow the steps necessary to dissolve the entity 

with the Office of the California Secretary of State. In that event, the entity still owes the $800 

minimum franchise tax, or the $800 annual tax, for the years after the entity ceases doing 

business until it is formally dissolved.  

Once an entity has ceased doing business in California, the Franchise Tax Board will not assess 

the $800 minimum franchise tax or the $800 annual tax provided that the entity: 

1. Files a timely final tax return on or before the extended due date for the preceding taxable 

year; 

2. Does not conduct any business in California after the end of that year; and 

3. Formally dissolves with the Office of the California Secretary of State (SOS) before the end of 

the 12-month period beginning with the date the final return was filed. (Revenue and Taxation 

Code ("R&TC") sections 17937, 17947, 17948.3, and 23332.) 

If a corporation that has not formally dissolved fails to pay tax and the Franchise Tax Board is 

unable to collect payment from the corporation, a shareholder or shareholders may be 

personally liable for payment of the taxes and any penalties and interest under the provisions 

for transferee liability set forth in R&TC sections 19071 through 19074. However, the Franchise 

Tax Board must prove specific elements before a shareholder may be held liable for the 

corporation's taxes, penalties and interest. (Appeal of Howard Zubkoff and Michael Potash, 

Assumers and/or Transferees of Ralite Lamp Corp., 90-SBE-004, Apr. 30, 1990 (Ralite).) 
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In Ralite, the Board of Equalization held that when the Franchise Tax Board had exhausted all 

reasonable remedies of collecting the tax due from a corporation, and if the shareholders 

received assets of the corporation without adequate consideration, then the Franchise Tax 

Board could collect the unpaid tax from the shareholders based on transferee liability.  

Under Ralite, the Franchise Tax Board must prove all of the following before holding a 

shareholder liable for a corporation’s tax: 

1. The corporation transferred property to the shareholder(s) for less than full and 
adequate consideration; 

2. At the time of the transfer and at the time the shareholder liability was asserted, the 
corporation was liable for the tax; 

3. The transfer was made after liability for the tax was accrued, whether or not the tax was 
actually assessed at the time of the transfer;  

4. The corporation was insolvent at the time of the transfer or the transfer left the 
corporation insolvent; and  

5. The Franchise Tax Board has exhausted all reasonable remedies against the corporation. 
 

The Franchise Tax Board attempts all reasonable means to acquire any delinquent entity 

returns and/or any balances due from the entity itself. For those entities where a shareholder 

could be held responsible for the entity’s debt, the Franchise Tax Board analyzes and considers 

the facts of the collection case for collection remedies against the transferor entity.  

We will look at revising our web materials to provide this additional explanation and a link to 

the Ralite case.  

Question #14: 

Nonresident withholding at source 

For nonresident withholding at source, a frequent question is how to determine income sourcing 

for withholding purposes with different types of owners associated with the same pass-through 

entity? For instance, do we use the nonresident individual rules, regardless of the types of 

owner/member/partner? 

Response: 

The source of the income is determined at the pass-through entity level. In determining what 

portion or ratio is California sourced income, we ask for the Payer/Withholding Agent to use an 

estimated amount based on a good faith effort determination to comply with the withholding 

rules.  
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Generally, the nature of the work will suggest or indicate where the services are to be 

performed. For example, a construction company building a shopping center is most likely 

performing services where the shopping center is located.  

We recommend that the Payer/Withholding Agent obtain Form 587, Nonresident Withholding 

Allocation Worksheet from the Payee. Payer/Withholding Agent may rely on allocations 

provided by the Payees on a properly completed and signed Form 587. No additional 

verification efforts are needed. If the Withholding Agent has actual knowledge that Form 587 is 

incorrect, then they should not rely on it and should instead withhold at 7 percent unless they 

are a foreign partner or member. The Withholding Agent should not rely upon an incomplete, 

unsigned, or fraudulent worksheet. 

When a Payer/Withholding Agent is going to make a California sourced payment to a 

Nonresident, we recommend that the Payer provide to the Nonresident Payee the following 

withholding related forms: 

 Form 587, Nonresident Withholding Allocation Worksheet  

 Form 588, Nonresident Withholding Waiver Request 

 Form 589, Nonresident Reduced Withholding Request 

 Form 590, Withholding Exemption Certificate 

 

These forms will assist the Payer/Withholding Agent with their withholding requirement. 

Question #15: 

Nonconformity and technical terminations 

Will the instruction for Forms 565 and 568 address California’s nonconformity to repeal of the 

federal technical termination rules made by the federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act? The July 2018 Tax 

News article provided a lot of good information, however; it is not a widely known resource, 

especially for out of state practitioners. 

Response: 

Yes. For taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2018, the federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act 

repealed the IRC section 708(b)(1)(B) rule providing for technical terminations of partnerships. 

California does not conform to the federal repeal of technical terminations of partnerships. For 

California purposes, two short-period tax returns are still required. Instructions in the 2018 565 

and 568 Booklets will be updated to address this issue. 

Question #16: 

Concurrent voluntary disclosure with CDTFA and FTB 

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2018/18_587.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2018/18_587.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2018/18_587.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/589.pdf
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2018/18_590.pdf
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When a business applies for Voluntary Disclosure with CDTFA, a requirement is that the business 

registers for sales tax remittance simultaneously. When the business registers for sales tax 

remittance, they can also become registered with the Secretary of State as part of that process. 

Generally, an SOS registration disqualifies a business from participating in a Voluntary Disclosure 

with the FTB and creates an issue for businesses who are also concurrently or later attempting 

to apply for Voluntary Disclosure with the FTB.  

Our question is:  Would the SOS registration as part of a sales tax voluntary disclosure with CDTFA 

impede or inhibit the taxpayer’s ability to participate in a voluntary disclosure program with the 

FTB if the SOS registration and FTB application occur close in time to one another? If taxpayers 

could maintain eligibility for an FTB VDA despite the SOS registration through the DTFA VDA, 

what steps should the taxpayer take to ensure the application is accepted? 

Response: 

Registering with the Secretary of State ("SOS") will inhibit a taxpayer's ability to enter the 

Franchise Tax Board's ("FTB") Voluntary Disclosure Program ("VDP").  Therefore, as to the 

second question, there are no steps that a taxpayer can take to "maintain eligibility" to apply to 

FTB's VDP while already registered with the SOS.   In order for a taxpayer to register with the 

SOS without inhibiting the taxpayer's eligibility for VDP, a change would need to be made to the 

applicable statute.  The only alternative option available to a taxpayer disqualified from 

participating in VDP may be to enter into an FTB Filing Compliance Agreement ("FCA").   

FTB and CDTFA are aware that it is impossible to simultaneously apply to the respective VDPs. 

For this reason, FTB's and CDTFA's VDP websites contain similar language warning taxpayer of 

the potential disqualification. 

Here is the language currently on FTB VDP's webpage:  

Caution: Potential Disqualification for the Franchise Tax Board (FTB) Voluntary 
Disclosure Program (VDP) 

Potential Disqualification for the Franchise Tax Board (FTB) Voluntary Disclosure 
Program (VDP) by Entering the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration's 
VDP First. 

If you also intend to apply for the voluntary disclosure program with the California 
Department of Tax and Fee Administration (CDTFA), note the CDTFA online registration 
has an optional field for a Secretary of State (SOS) number during the completion of the 
online registration. If you intend to apply for the voluntary disclosure program with the 
FTB, please note that establishing a SOS registration prior to applying for the FTB 
program will disqualify you from participating in the voluntary disclosure program with 
the FTB. 
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For more information regarding the CDTFA Out-of-State Voluntary Disclosure Program, 
see http://www.cdtfa.ca.gov/formspubs/pub178/. 

Here is the language currently on CDTFA's VDP's webpage:  

Potential Disqualification for the Franchise Tax Board (FTB) Voluntary Disclosure 

Program  

The CDTFA online registration has an optional field for applicants to disclose their 

Secretary of State (SOS) number during the completion of the online registration process. 

If you intend to apply for the voluntary disclosure program with the FTB, please note that 

establishing your SOS number prior to applying for the FTB program will disqualify you 

from participating in the voluntary disclosure program with the FTB. For more 

information regarding the FTB Voluntary Disclosure Program, please visit 

www.ftb.ca.gov. 

For practitioners, FTB would also like to note that once the FTB VDP application has a stamp 

from a national carrier with the date of mailing, it may then enter the CDTFA's VDP process as 

soon as the next day.  FTB has interpreted R&TC sections 19191 and 19192, to provide that a 

taxpayer must not have registered with the SOS before entering into, but not completing, FTB's 

VDP process.  Additionally, receiving the acknowledgement letter from the VDP section of FTB 

definitively means the applicant has "entered" the program, and the applicant is free to then 

enter CDTFA's program.  

Question #17: 

FTB cold calls 

Will the FTB ever call a practitioner directly to ask questions about a tax return? My firm on 

several occasions has had callers supposedly from the FTB call and ask about tax return details. 

Not wanting to inadvertently disclose client information to potential identity thieves, we opted 

not to answer them and wait for any official correspondence via mail. However, to put our minds 

at ease, we would like confirmation that the FTB does not conduct cold calls. 

Response: 

FTB staff do not make it common practice to contact taxpayers or practitioners directly 

about tax return details during return processing, prior to the issuance of a notice.   

However, there are two potential situations where processing staff may contact a taxpayer, 

which may seem like a cold call. 

http://www.cdtfa.ca.gov/formspubs/pub178/
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/
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The first scenario is that sometimes taxpayer payments are submitted with insufficient 

information with regard to how to apply the payment (e.g., tax year, identifying taxpayer 

information, type of payment, etc.).  In some of these instances, there may be a phone call 

made to the taxpayer or their representative in order to try and determine where to apply 

the payment in order to facilitate proper processing of the tax year and an accurate result if 

a bill or refund needs to be issued by FTB.   

Additionally, sometimes during the processing of large corporate tax returns, there can be 

questions about the members of the group being included on the return, the identity of Key 

Corporation, etc.  FTB staff, on occasion, may call the taxpayer or their representative to try 

and clear up questions about these items during processing so that the return can be 

processed correctly. 

In any situation, FTB staff should clearly identify themselves, give their name, provide a 

phone number if asked, and should never ask for things like bank statements, account 

passwords, or other types of sensitive information not directly related to the stated 

business purpose for which they are calling.  If you have any concerns about the legitimacy 

of the call, please feel free to ask to speak to the employee’s supervisor to verify. 

Finally, if you think you have received a phone call from a scammer or someone trying to 

commit identity theft, you can obtain further information on our website here: 

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/online/Fraud_Referral/index.shtml. Or by going to our homepage 

at https://www.ftb.ca.gov and using keyword “scams”. 

Question #18: 

Mental Health Services Tax and annualization 

The Form 5805 annualization calculation annualizes income tax for penalty purposes but spreads 

the Mental Health Services Tax evenly among all four quarters.  For taxpayers who would 

otherwise not be subject to the Mental Health Services Tax but receive a windfall in 4th quarter, 

penalties are assessed as if the windfall was received evenly throughout the year.  This is unfair 

and likely not the FTB’s intent.  Would the FTB please look at this apparent error in penalty 

calculation? 

Response: 

Revenue and Taxation Code section 17043 imposes the Mental Health Services Tax (MHST) 

as an additional tax at the rate of 1 percent on the portion of a taxpayer's taxable income in 

excess of one million dollars. 

Revenue and Taxation Code section 19136 and Internal Revenue Code section 6654 allow a 

https://www.ftb.ca.gov/online/Fraud_Referral/index.shtml
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/
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taxpayer who recognized income at an uneven rate during the taxable year to use an 

annualized income installment method to determine required installments.  

The instructions for the 2017 form FTB 5805, under Part III – Annualized Income Installment 

Method, state you should "Complete line 1 through line 16 to figure your current year tax, 

per quarter, based on your income as you earned it." Therefore, when completing Part III, 

line 14b, figure and enter the MHST in each column based on the annualized taxable income 

for that period. 

We will clarify form 5805, Part III, line 14b, instructions in a similar manner to equivalent 

federal Form 2210 instructions. 

Question #19: 

Withholding of refunds 

When dealing with delayed or withheld refunds, what criteria does the FTB use? At what dollar 

amount does the refund get subject to further scrutiny and how long can the FTB withhold the 

refund? My firm has had several clients not under audit who have had their refunds delayed or 

withheld over the last tax year and we have previously not been able to get a straight answer 

from the FTB.  

Response: 

FTB places a very high priority on the issuance of taxpayer refunds in a timely manner.   

Each year we receive approximately 10 million refund-due returns from Personal Income 

Taxpayers.  During the 2018 peak filing season, we issued 92% of refunds within 14 days, 

and 99% of refunds within 30 days. These are the highest levels of service that we have ever 

achieved in terms of refund processing efficiency. 

However, some tax returns require extra review for accuracy, completeness, and to protect 

taxpayers from fraud and identity theft.  In this very small percentage of cases, extra 

processing time may be necessary before the refund can be issued.  In most of these cases, 

the taxpayer will receive their refund, or a letter from us asking for more information, 

within 60 days.  For amended tax returns, refund timeframes typically run about four 

months. 

In regard to refund amount thresholds and other screening criteria, unfortunately, those 

items are proprietary in nature and not available for public disclosure.  We do apologize if 

taxpayer refunds are delayed beyond our normal processing timeframes and do everything 

we can to ensure this does not happen. 
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Question #20: 

Statute of Limitations Issue: 

We understand the requestor’s concern with California Revenue and Taxation Code (“RTC”) 

section 19255 in that the twenty year statute of limitations period begins on the date when the 

last tax liability becomes due and payable rather than beginning with the date of the 

assessment of the tax.  In addition, we recognize the request to shorten the twenty year statute 

of limitations under RTC section 19255 to a ten year statute of limitations, similar to Internal 

Revenue Code section 6502. 

We appreciate the suggestions offered and understand the requestor’s concerns with the 

statute.  The FTB will study these suggestions and concerns and consider the requestor’s 

proposal during our next annual legislative proposal process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


